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1. SOURCE YIELDS
INTRO DUCT ION AN D SUMMARY
Th is volume of the report on the Study of the Water Demand and Supp ly
in Northern Ire land comprise s chapters which describe the work ca rried out
on a numb er of fundamental top ics which support the ma in study . These a re
summa rised as fo llow s :-
Th is chap ter comprises a review of the data that is availab le on
w ater resou rces , particu la rly su rface water sou rces , w hich a re p redom inant
in the Pro vince . A regional storage/yield re lationship is developed and
u sed for the asse ssment of the re liable y ie lds of a ll reservo ired
catchments in North ern Ire land at return pe riods of 1 in 20 and 1 in 50
years . For the Sile nt Valley system , an assessment is made of the
ava ilab le yield that wou ld result from the = pos ition of restrictions in
supp ly for a range of freq uencies .
Rive r ab straction and groundwater are also review ed .
2 . HOUSEHO LD SURV EY
A su rvey of 2500 househo lds was ca rried out to ascertain the
ownersh ip of water using fac ilities and app liances . The resu lts are
summarize d by type of household . A copy of the su rvey .form is appended .
3. SURVEY OF M ET ERED D IST RICT S
Details of the 76 m etered di stricts which we re identified for the
purp ose,of assessing current w ater consumption a re p re sented .
(i)
4 . ADJUSTMENT OF METERED CONSUMPT ION FIGURE S TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF NON-
M ETERED CONSUME RS
Th is chapter describes the ad justm ents th at have bee n made to allow
for non-m etered consumers in agricultu re , industry , construction , commerce
and other se rv ices .
5. LEA KAGE IN SUPPLY SYST EM S
An explana tion is given of the way in wh ich es timates have been made
of lea kage rates du ring the base year on a su b-divisional basis . M inimum
night flow rates are availab le from wastewater meters or district meters
for over 80% of the Province by supp ly . Legitimate night flows a re
deducted from mi nimum night flows to de rive net night flows and leakage
rates . Estim ates of trunk main leakage a re made on the bas is of the
resu lts of a survey of da ta from UK Wate r Authorities .
I I
1.1 INT RO DUCT ION
1.2 RIVE R  FLOW  RECORD S
C HA PT ER 1
SOURCE YIELDS
The ob jective of this aspect of the stu dy is to assess the yie ld
of ex isting and potential water sou rces in Northern Ire land . Althou gh
groundwater reso urces 'are Inc luded , th e ma in em phasis of the work is on
surface w ate r resou rces and part icu la rly the y ie ld of impound ing reservo irs
and loughs . The app roach to yield ca lcu lat ion fo r up land sou rce s has. been
to develop a regional sto rage/y ield re lationship fo r Northern Ireland .
Fo r the Silent Valley source yie lds have also been estim ated by carry ing
out a mo re deta iled simu lation o f re servo ir behav iour . Estim ates have also
been made of the yie ld of d irect river abstractio ns , the hydro logy of Lough
Neagh and the groundwater resources of the prov in ce .
The Water Data Un it (NI) has opera te d a tota l of 73 gaug ing stations ,
some of wh ich reco rd only levels whilst others have been discontinued .
Reco rds of mean da ily flows . are archived fo r 30 stations with ICS Computing
Lim ited in Belfast . Given the time constra ints of the p resent study only
these archived records we re cons idered in detail : these are listed on Table
1.1. Most of these records a re rated river sec tions w ith cableways and the
overa ll quality of the da ta is good .
Discussions with WDU identified some poorer quality flow reco rds .
These included stations whe re the natu ral f low regime is significantly
influe nced by artific ia l facto rs (such as rese rvo irs or canals ), stat ions
where , as a result of an unstable co ntro l, there is wide scatter of po ints
on the rating cu rve and the flow reco rd is of low accura cy : and stations
ha ving a better quality gauging station either up or dow nstream . These
in fe rior (for the purpose of the cu rre nt study ) f low records amount to 8 o f
the 30 p ro cessed re cords and their station numb ers a re shown in parenthesis
in Tab le 1.1. Figu re 1. 1 shows the locatio n of each of the gau ging
stat ions used in the study .
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Figur e 1. 1
It will be seen from Tab le 1.1 that all the standa rd hydrometric
stations have short records : the average record length is 8 years w ith no
data availab le before 1970 . Th is data was therefore enhanced from the
fo llowing sou rces :
Anna long gauge 1895- 1979. (Figure 1.2 ). This gauge is a rectangular
p late weir with low flow notch , maintained in good condition , with
little leakage and clean straight approach section . The calibration
of the direct f l ow reco rder is unknown as is the detailed history of
datum checks on the we ir. The site lacks a staff gauge . However, it
is thought that the quality of reco rd may well be equal to that of
other long flow records in the Brit ish Isles and given that the
catchment feeds the ma jor source for Belfast, it was considered
essentia l that an attempt was made to analyse this reco rd . Manua l
ab strac tions of flows from the large , 4 ft square , logarithmic chart
reco rds was carried out by WDU (NI ). These  f l o ws  were read at three
hourly intervals during rapid changes  o f  river  f l ow  and at da ily
intervals during pe riods  o f  relatively constant discharge . The data
was then p rocessed by the Institute of Hydrology to produce a mean
daily  f l o w  record from 189 5, although there are many missing pe riods
(Table 1.2 ).
The Slieve Binnian tunne l was constructed in 1955 to divert the river
Anna long flows to the Silent Valley reservoir and thereby increase
its yield (Co lebrook, 1955 ). The intake to the tunnel is constructed
as a mass concrete stilling pool with two orifices to the tunnel and
an overflow weir discharg ing water into the old river course . Flows
down the tunnel are measured by a non-standard direct flow recorder
using these rectangular orifices as a control. The deta iled
calibration is not known . Charts are available from 1957 to 1979 and
manual abstractions of these charts has been carried out by the
Institute of Hydrology to provide a reco rd of mean daily flows .
To compute natura l catchment flow post 1955 it is necessary to sum
the tunnel diversion d ischarge and the flows at the original Annalong
gauge . Unfortunately this is not possible because of gaps in the
Anna long record . However, an exam ination of the tunnel charts
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ANNALONG GAUG ED FLOWS
TABLE 1.2
AVA ILAB LE RECORDS FOR T HE ANNA LONG CATC HMENT
MONTHLY DA ILY
TUN NEL GAUGED CATCHM ENT ARMAGH
FLOW S RA INFA LL RA INFALL
1895- 1897 incomp lete 1853
1898- 1899 comp lete
1900 miss ing
190 1 incomp lete
1902- 1905 mi ss ing
1906-.1909 incomp lete
19 10- 19 11 complete
19 12- 19 16 incomp le te complete
19 17 comp lete
19 18- 19 19 incomp lete
1920- 1927 comp lete
1928 incomp le te
1929- 1934 comp lete
19 35 incomple te
19 36- 1939 comp le te
1940 incomple te 1939
194 1- 1960 missing 1955- 19 58 incomp lete
19 59- 1963 complete
1960- 1979 incomp le te 1964- 1966 in complete comp lete
1967- 197 1 mi ssing
1972- 1974 incomplete
1 01975- 1979 comp lete 1 1980
revealed that the tunnel diverts all hut the peaks of the extreme, '
floods , (it wås designed to divert 97% of ite catchment's runoff).
• It vas therefore possible to eetimate flows at the Annalong site by
multiplying tunnel flows by 1.347 to allow for .the difference in area..
• and 'mean annUal effective rainfall of the partial .and total catchMent
• areas.
(ii ) Altnaheglish catchment 1926-1959. Despite extensive enquiries  b y
WDU (NI ) the origin of this weekly inflow record is UnknoWn. Monthly •
flows have been calculated and ueed in the storage yield inalysis ;
(iii i.Woodburn experimental. catchments. Four experimental catchments were
instrumented by the Belfast City and District :Water Commissioners .to :
studY "the effects of -afforestation on water runoff": .(Savill, 1974 ):
The catchments, named the Red ; Blue , Green and Control areas , are ..
shown in FigUre• 1.3. Direct flow Lei 'recorders were instilled in
1959 together wIth.Weirs having ,90 degree v-notChes :for low floWs,
and rectangular weirs for higher flows: A weighted mean of the four
. monthly flow. records (Table 1.4) have been used to develoP a råinfall -
• runoff relatiOnahip for the Woodburn Complex :4/11db has enabled . .
. .
-synthetic monthly flows to be eitiMaied .
(iv) Republic of Ireland. .Discussion with the Office of Public Works ,
Dublin, identified 27 stations (from a netWork  Of  200) with recOrd
lengths in  excise of 20 years; having natural:flows of acceptable
accuracy . :This data has been transferred to IH and  was  initially
examined to identify which catchments had similar floW regimes t o
those of Northern Ireland . Eleven such records were identified ,
their ,locations .are shown in figure 1 .1 and their catchment details
are listed on Table 1.5. The Electricity  Sup p l y  Board , DU6lin, also
operate gauging stations and have Made aVailable monthly gauged •
outflows and inflowe to Lough Erne based on measurement at Cathleen ,
Falls P wo er station ind changes in Lough  level.
(v ) South West Scotland. In view of.the proximity of south west Scotland
to parts of Northern Ireland it W M considered appropriate to use .
flow recOrds from the Solway Pnrification Board . The c atohmente Were
selected -66  the basis of record length and similarity to the '
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reservoired catchments of Northern Ireland , that  is ,  hav ing high
annual average rainfall and impermeable geology. The deta ils of the
se lected catchments are summa rised in Table 1.6.
Values of average flow (ADF ) in cumecs, base flow index (BFI)* , the 95 and
80 percentile discharge from the flow duration curves (Q 95 and Q80 ),
catchment area and standard annual average rainfa ll 194 1-70 (SAAR ) are
shown in Table 1.1, 1.5 and 1.6. An inspection of these data indicated
that the variation in flow ind ices between catchments is small in Northern
Ireland in relation to the rest of the British Isles, that the catchments
are generally impermeab le and that a single regional storage yield
relationship may be app ropriate to  use  throughout the province . This
ana lysis of both flow data and catchment characteristics provided an
object ive basis for selecting flow records from outside Northern Ireland
which were similar to those within the province .
• The ratio of base flow discharge to total diScharge (Institute of
Hydrology 1980 ).
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1.3 METEOROLOGICAL DATA
(a ) Rainfall data
Annual rainfalls for gauged catchments (Tab le 1.7 ) were provided by
the Meteorological Office Be lfast and are used to estimate average annual
losses for Northern Ireland . In addition standard annual average rainfa ll
1941-70 (SAA R ) for each of the reservoired catchments (except Silent
Valley ) were obtained from Table C3.7 of Water Statist ics 1980 and are
shown in Table 1.14.
Month ly rainfall for extending the Woodburn flow records was based on
the North Woodbu rn raingauge from 1886- 1980. These were calcu lated for the
comb ined Red , Blue , Green and Control catchment areas by using a ratio of
point to catchment rainfall based on SAA R values . For the period of
concu rrent flow and rainfall data (1960- 1970 ) a more accurate month ly
catchment rainfall was ca lculated by weighting the data from 6 raingauges
in or near the catchments . (Figure 1.3, Table 1.3).
Table 1.8 shows the ratio of the 194 1-58 average annual rainfall to
the 194 1-70 annual rainfall for five gauges in the Silent Valley area .
Inconsistencies in the ratios for the Silent Valley waterworks gauge (due
to relocating the gauge in 1958 ) and the Slieve Lamagan gauge were
discussed w ith the Meteorologica l Office (Belfast and Bracknell).
Follow ing these discussions the Meteorological Office revised catchment
SAA R values based on 1:250,000 isohyetal ma ps (Table 1.9). Mo nth ly
catchment rainfa ll for the Annalong and Silent Valley catchments for th e
period 1939 to 1980 were then determined by weighting the three cons istent
raingauges by the appropriate gauge and catchment SAAR value .
(b ) Actual eva oration
For each reservoired catchment actual evaporation (Ea) is required to
estima te the average annual discharge from catchment rainfall. Penman
potential evapotransp iration (Ep ) for short grass , adjusted for mean
catchment altitude , has been used as an estimate of catchment actual
evaporation . An investigation of catchment losses showed that the
difference between mean Ea and mean Ep is very small in Northern Ireland :
the results are described be low .
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TABLE 1.8 
RA INFALL RATIOS FOR THE SILENT VALLEY AND ANHALONG RAINGAUGES
TABLE 1.9 
SAAR (194 1-70 ) FOR SILENT VALLEY AND 'ANNALONG CATC HMENTS
GAUGE
IRISH
GRID
REFERENCE
SAAR '
194 1-70
ram
RAINFALL RATIO.
144 1-58, 1941 -70 -
( a ) Silent Valley 3305 216 1 355 96.0
Water .WOrke
(b ) Slieve Bearnagh 3314 279 1770 98.6
(c ) Lough Shannagh 3298 259 •1808
Slieve Lamagon 3322 255 1787 101.2
(e ) Annalong 3355 255 1240 98.5
- •  cATCHMENT • SAA R
(mm )
AREA
(ha )
.Silent Valley (residual F atchment te low 1730 - J 4 18:8
: Ben Cram exclud ing Annalong diversion )
Ben Crom 1845 8 10 .2
Silent Valley Plus Ben Crom
excluding Annalong
1772 • 2229 .0
-inhalOng abOve Tunnel DiversiOni 1726 1011:3
Anna long above Mnurne Conduit
sileht valley„ sen crOm and Annalen g
abO've Tunnel Diversion
1654
1758
142 1.8
3240.3
I .
I I
I .
1
i.
The mean and standard deviation of annual losses (rainfall minus
runoff ) were calculated foi each gauged catchment . Ten catchments with
eight or more years of flow data and a low standard deviation of annual .
losses were used for further analysis. The average annual losses for this
group of catchments was 373 mm . The mean Ep values (Table C .3.5.3 DOE , N .
Ireland 1980) calculated for clima tological stations in Northern Ireland
were ad justed to sea level using a 'lapse rate ', provided by the
Meteoro logical Office , of 29.3 mm/ 100 m . The average Ep of 13 climate
stations was 440 mm ad justed to sea level . (These 13 stations excluded
coastal sites , the Silent Valley Water Works site which seriously over-
estimated Ep , and sites with less th an 10 years of data ). Th is value of
440 mm is used as the mean sea level Ep throughout Northern Ireland , from
which any catchment Ep can be calculated . A mean altitude adjusted Ep of
397 mm was ca lcu lated for the ten gauged catchments and compared with the
actual losses from the catchment water balance of 373 mm , giving a mean
difference between Ep and Ea of 24 mm . This assum es that all losses may be
attributed to evapo ration and this is suppo rted by the impermeable
catchment geology .
A second and independent method of estimating the difference between
Ep and Ea emp loyed a soil-mo isture deficit model described in the following
section. This model estima ted daily Ea and was run fOr a range of Ep and
SAAR valties. The rainfall was distributed according to the daily rainfalls
at Armagh Observatory over the period 194 1-70. The resu lts are shown in
Figure 1.4 where the difference between Ep and Ea can be estimated for a
site with a given value of SAAR and Ep . Entering Figure 1.4 with a mean
SAAR of 1 146 mm and Ep of 397 mm for the catchments in th e water balance
study yields a difference of 5 mm between Ep and Ea .
In view of the sma ll differences between Ep and Ea from both methods
and the fact that most reservoirs have SAAR values in excess of 1000 mm ,
where any differences between Elo and Ea woU ld  be  sma ller than the water
balance catchment sub set, it was concluded that Ep cou ld be assumed to be
equal to Ea . Furthermore , mo st reservoirs are located in upland areas
with impermeable soil and geo logy so the only losses would be evaporation .
Hence mean annual runoff can be estimated from SAAR Ep .
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Figur e 1.4
(c ) Soil Moisture Deficit
The extension of the Annalong and Woodburn flow records also requ ire
estimates of the soil moisture deficit (SMD ) appropriate to each catchment .
•There are no published long term SMD data available for Northern Ireland
and so values have been estima ted from climatological data . A recent study
of SMD models (Calder , 1983) has shown that a reliable estimate of SMD .can
be achieved using a mean estimate of potential evaporat ion , daily rainfall
and a simple , 2 layer , soil molsture extraction model.
One of the longest daily rainfall records in Northern Ireland is
Arma gh Observatory (1853- 1982 ). Armagh is approximately 50 km from Silent
Valley and 65 km from the Woodbu rn comp lex and it has a much low er SAAR of
only 866 mm . However the daily catchment rainfall values can be estimated
using the ratio of (catchment SAAR/Armagh SAAR ) to provide  a  reasonable
basis for SMD calcu lation . The method for estimating mean annual catchment
potential evaporation has been described earlier ; values for the Silent
Valley and Woodburn catchm ents were 325 mm and 380 mm respectively .
Daily SMD values were ca lcu lated for each site using the simp le two
layer mode l, daily catchment rainfall -and the seaSonal distribution of mean
annual potential evaporation . The 'start of the month ' SMD values were
extracted from the results for use in the flow extension models described
below .
1 . 4  RECORD EXTENSION
(a ) Model development
It was necessary to infill gaps in the Annalong record and to extend
the Woodbu rn flow sequence to provide additional data on which to base the
regional sto rage yield analysis and to carry out a more detailed simulation '
of the Silent Valley reservo ir system .
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Concurrent flow and rainfall data and long rainfa ll records were
available at both locations and a regression model was used for data
.extension . This method provides objective parameter estimation and avoids
the need to make sub jective judgements abo ut catchment processes which is
necessary with most conceptual models . Regression ana lysis is used to
construct simp le linear relationships betw een any set of inputs and an
oUtput variable , such that the difference between the observed and
predicted suns of squ ares is a minimum .
Data inputs for the regression were rainfall, evaporation and soil
mo isture deficit  ( SMD ) ;  outputs were monthly flows, w ith all variables
expressed in mm . Model formulation is selected pa rtly by experience but
aided by an analysis of variance and an inspection of the residuals (the
difference between the observed and predicted monthly discharge ). The
GENSTAT statistical pa ckage was used to assist with the analysis . This
program was designed by Rothamstead Experimental Station to perform
analysis of variance, and incorpo rate extensive model bu ilding aids such as
transforma tions , residual plotting and subset search routines.
Table 1.10 lists the variables used in developing the regression
model. Fitting natural and logarithmic flows was carried out at each site
based on the ra infall and SMD data available . Examples of the Annalong and
Woodburn correlation matrices are shown in Table 1.11 and 1.12 . The
follow ing Checks were carried out to ensure that theie were :-
(1) No major errors in a simple wate r balance of the rainfall ,
evaporation and flow data used t 6 calibrate the model.
(2) No tendency to over or under predict at high , medium or low
flows.
(3) No seasonal trend in the residual flows (fitted - observed ).
(4 ) No trend in the residuals throughout the period of record .
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TABLE 1.10
DEFI NI T I ON OF  VARIABLES USED FOR RECORD EXTENSION
VA RIABLE DESCRIPTION
FL 1, FL2
FL3, FL4
The mean monthly flow from the previous 1, 2, 3 and 4th month
respectively .
RR The current month 's effective rainfall (catchment rainfall
less evaporation ). If actual evaporation exceeds rainfall,
RR is set to Zero . This happ ened rarely.
RRL 1, RRL2,
RRL3, RRL4
Effective rainfall (RR ) lagged by 1, 2, 3 and 4 months
respectively . It was considered unnecessa ry to include
higher lag terms because the Catchments are small, flashY and
impermeable .
SMD T he start of month soil moistu re deficit desc ribed in section
1 .3 (c). •
• SMDL 1, S4DL2, The SMD lagged by 1, 2, 3 and 4 months respective ly.
SMDL 3, SMDL4
EVA P Actual evapo ration during the current month .
EVAP 1, EVAP2 Actual evaporation lagged by 1 and 2 month s respectively .
;•16-
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(b ) A lication to the Woodburn Co lex
A  regression was carried out on the 11 complete years (1960- 1970) of
catchment runoff and rainfall data for the Red , Blue , Green and Control
catchments (Tab le 1.3 and 1.4 ). The be st equation obtained, fitting the
monthly flow Q in mm is :-
Q = 22.2 + 0.497 RR + 0.098 BAL I - 0.410 SMD - 0 .588 SMDL 2 (1)
R2 = 8 1.5%, standard error of Q = 15.1 mm .
All terms were significant above the 99% confidence level .
Additional evaporation, lagged rainfall and SMD terms were not sign ificant
at the 95% level and hence they do not lead to any improvement in the
estimation of monthly flows . Equat ion (1) enables monthly runoff to be
calcu lated for the Woodburn catchment from 1895 - 1979 .
The average daily flow (ADF ) 194 1-70 of the reconstructed sequence
was compared with the ADF calcu lated for the regional analysis . These were
very similar , being 58 .4 Ml/d and 6 1.2 Ml/d respectively . The results of a
storage yield analysis will be heav ily reliant on the estimate of average
flow . Therefore , for consistency w ith the regional study, the synthetic
sequence was adjusted to comply with a 194 1-70 ADF of 61.2 Ml /d .
(d ) A lication to the Annalon catchment
The mode lling based on adjusted tunnel flows (Section 1.2) was
carried out on the period of record January 1955 to December 1979, the only
period for which corresponding catchment runoff and rainfall data are
available (Table 1.2 ). Although a number of gaps remain the statist ical
package used was able to make optimum  use  of all data .
The best fit equation obtained  on  monthly data is given below (in mm ).
Q 32.46 + 0.703 RR - 0.437 SMD (2)
R2 = 75.7%, standard error of Q 29 .1 mm .
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All the terms were significant above the 98% confidence level.
Inc lusion of additional terms were not significant at the 95% level.
Equation 2 enables runoff to be estimated from 1853 to 1979 for the
Annalong catchment using ra infa ll and SMD data . Month ly catchment rain fall
based on the 3 local gauges has been used from 1939 to 1980, but before
th is the Armagh rainfall, transferred using a SAAR ratio of 1.9 1, has been
used .
The ADF of the synthetic sequence (194 1-70 ) was compared with the ADF
from the regional study . They were very similar , bein g 52.94 Ml/d and
51.77 M l/d respectively . The synthetic sequence was adjusted  t o  comp ly
with an ADF of 51.77 Ml/d as was carried out for Woodburn. The ad justed
series was used to infill gaps (Table 1.2 ) and to extend the Anna long
record .
(d ) Co arison of Woodburn and Annalon model
It is interesting  t o  note that the structu re of both the Woodburn and
Annalong models is similar ; in both cases natural rath er than logarithmic
flows were fitted best . From equation (2) it can be seen that the Annalong
flows are related only to the current month ly rainfall and  SMD ,  whereas
equation (1) for Woodburn includes more lagged terms . Any physical
interpretation of the differences in the regression models must be made
with caution but the genera lly steeper and more impermeable Annalong
catchm ent would be expected to have a 'flashier ' flow regime , with less
'hydrological memory ' than the more subdued top ography of Woodbu rn . This
is reflected in the absence of lagged terms in equation (2). The larger
error for the Annalong model may be due to this flashier flow regime,  t o  a
larger catchment area , or to the lower accuracy of catchment rainfall
(there were no raingauges on the catchment to the tunnel in contrast to
Woodburn where there were 6 gauges on the catchment ). However the
reconstructed flows for the Annalong catchment w ill p rovide a mu ch smaller
percentage of the tota l record . Within the constraints of the current
study it is thought that bo th compo site flows adequately represent the
historica l flows. Furthermore the average flow over the period 194 1-1970
for the two flow sequences is very close to that estimated from rainfall-
evaporation . Th is indepe ndent check suppo rts the resu lts of the
evaporation studies of SectiOn 1.3 .
-20-
1.5 REG IONAL STORAGE YIELD RELATIONSH IP
In order to estimate the yield of a large number of sou rces a
genera lised storage yield relationship has been developed which could
readily be applied to any reservoir in Northern Ireland .
A storage yield analysis was carried out on each of the available
flow records by calculating the sto rage requ irement Si needed to maintain a
yie ld Y from :-
where Qi is the daily (or monthly ) discharge . The value of Si will
increase during a drought and decrease as 'reservoir ' inflows exceed the
yield . Th e 'reservoir' will spill when Si is negative , in wh ich case Si is
reset to zero . The maximum value of Si, for any drought event, is thus the
storage needed to just maintain the given yield . This simulation is
carried out for the complete reco rd and a series of Sj, the annual maximum
values of Si are extracted . These values are ranked from the sma llest
(j= 1) to the largest and the non-exceedance probability Fj is ca lculated
using the Blom plotting position :-
Fj -
where n is the number of years of data . The entire procedure is repeated
for different Y values. Figure 1.5 shows a plot of the storage requirement
Sj against percentage exceedance on log-normal probability pape r for a
number of different yields. The yield is expressed as a percentage of the
average daily flow (ADF ), and Sj as a pe rcentage of.the annual runoff
vo lume (ARV ). (Th is facilitates comparison of storage yield relationships
for catchments with different average flow s ). A smooth curve may be drawn
through the points on Figure 1.5, and the storage required to ma intain a
yield for  a  given percentage of years without reservoir failure may be
estimated.
sequences:-
Si+ 1 = Si - Qi + Y
- 0.375
n + 0.25
The above analysis was carried out on  each  of the following flow
-21-
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(1) Short records ("10 years) from the N .I. hydrometric network , i.e . the
stations included in Table 1.1
(2) Longer records (20-40 years ) from the Republic of Ireland shown in
Table 1.5 and South West Scotland (Table 1.6).
(3) Monthly flow records for Lough Erne (1900- 1983) and Altneheglish
reservoir (1929- 1950).
(4 ) Monthly gauged and reconstructed records for Woodburn (1886- 1980).
(5) Daily gauged (1895- 1979), and monthly gauged and reconstructed flows
for Annalong (189 5- 1979 ). The pre 1895 data were not used for the '
final analysis because of their poorer accuracy due to estimatiOn
from the Armagh raingauge .
The relationship between the storage yield diagram and the catchment
flow regime (indexed by the 80 percentile exceedance discharge from the
flow duration curve ) was investigated using an enlarged data set for the •
Republic of Ireland . The 10 year return period storage for y ields of 20%
ADF and 60% ADF were plotted in Figu re 1.6 against the 80 percentile
exceedance d ischarge , Q80. Although the figu re suggests that there may be
some tendency for flashy , Impermeable catchments with low values of Q80 to
require larger storages, the relationship was poor. The conclusion of
Section 1.2 was that catchments in Northern Ireland are generally more
impe rmeable than tho se of the Republic and moreover that reservoired
catchments were among the most impermeable areas  of  the North . Thus
desp ite the inconclusive results shown on Figure 1.5, it was thought
desirable only to use the catchments from the Republic with simi lar values
of Q80 to those in the North . These eleven catchments were put into two
groups, those with a Q80 between 20% and 25% ADF and the rema inder , having
Q80 between 12% and 16% ADF . For each group of stations the average
storage frequency relationship was found by averaging individual station
p lots for a given yield . The flashier group of catchments show ed a
slightly greater storage requirement for a given yield and frequency and
th is curve was used in subsequent comparisons of storage yield diagrams . This
averaging procedure was repeated on the impe rmeab le catchment data sets from
Northern Ireland and South West Scotland .
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As a result of the numb er of severe droughts in the period 1972-
1979 (Section 1.8 ) it was thought that the storage frequency relationsh ip
based on the short Northern Ireland records would be biased . This was
checked by comparing the storage y ield relationship for the Anna long
derived from the period 1895- 1979 with that derived from the period 1972-
1979. The results are shown on Figure 1.7 which illustrates the large
underestimation of yield for a given storage from the short record . (For
y ields of 20% ADF and in excess of 80% ADF there were insufficinet events
to make comparisons ). The pooled Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland storage yie ld diagrams were thus adjusted to allow for this bias . 1./11,-.1 2
In the case of the Repub lic of Ire land the adjustment was based on the
period 1956- 1979 which was typical of the reco rds used from the south .
A comparison of daily with monthly based storage yie ld relationships
for the Annalong record showed that the monthly analysis underestima tes the
50 year return period storage requirement for amounts ranging from 1% - 7%
of the annual runnoff vo lume, for yields of 20% and 95% of the average
flow . Th is arises because daily data give a more accurate and larger
estima te of within month storage requirements . This adjustment was made to
the fina l storage yield relationship for each of the month ly records . For
each storage frequency cu rve the storage required for 2% of the years was
est imated for each yield . This was also carried out for each of the
individual long period records and the results are listed in Table 1.13 and
plotted on Figure 1.8. The figu re illustrates that there is good agreement
betw een each of three small upland catchments ; Altnaheglish , Woodburn and
Annalong and with the pooled curve from Northern Ire land (except at the
lower y ields). The Republic o f Ireland pooled curve plots below this group
as does the Lough Erne analysis . The difference between the Lough Erne and
Republic of Ireland curves compared with all the No rthern Ireland curves
may be due to :-
(1) Differences in flow regime caused by difference in catchment soil,
physiography, annual average or seasonal distribution of rainfall .
In considering the Lough Erne resu lts it should also be noted that
the catchment is very large (4349 km2 ), with an extensive area of
Lough , and although useful for assessing the frequency of extreme
events it is not rep resentative of the sma ll reservoired catchments
of Northern Ireland .
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St o r a g e % A R V
SENSITIVITY OF STORA GE / YIELD
TO PERIOD OF RECORD - ANNALONG
Figure 1.7
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(2) Differences caused by the incidence and distribution of extreme
droughts , the errors in ad justing frequency cu rves based on short
records and in estimating storage requ irements from the invidual
station storage frequency p lots .
(3) Errors in the regression models leading to an over est imate of low
flows . The close agreement between the gauged Erne record and the
Anna long and Woodburn records in ranking historica l events suggest
that is not a serious problem . Furthermore , most of the notable
droughts are gauged in the Annalong record and thus an y errors in the
reconstructed flows will have a minimal influence on the storage
yield relationship .
In view of the long lengths of record , similarity of catchment type
w ith other reservo irs in Northern Ireland and consistency of results, the
sto rage yield relationships for the Altneheglish , Anna long and Woodburn
catchments are considered to be the most appropriate for yield estimation .
The difference between the three plots is small and a composite curve based
on . the largest of the three storage volumes for each yield (Woodburn for
yie lds less than 70% ADF and An nalong for highe r yields ) has been used as
the regional design cu rve for Northern Ireland . For the reservoirs with
sto rage oE less than 5% ARV the yield will be more dep endent on the
characteristics of individual catchments and the error in yield estimation
is correspondingly higher. The above app roach  was  repeated to estimate the
20 year return period storage yield relationship : the two final cu rves are
shown in Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.10 compares the regional design curve with the following
genera lised storage yield relationships .
(1) South West Scotland - based on the above analysis for a return period
of 50 years.
(2) No rth West Water Authority (NWWA , 198 1) - based on the most
conservative design from a minimum runoff analysis of four long flow
records . Return period is 50 years .
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Figure 1. 10
(3) Lapworth curve - based on an annual runoff sim ilar to the Silent
Valley reservoir of 56" per annum and after adjusting for an increase
in yield by a factor of 1.15. Th is adjustment accords with current
design p ractice in Northern Ireland .
Figure 1.10 illustrates that for a given storage the yield is highe r
in Northern Ireland than in South West Scotland and North West England . The
relationship between these three regional curves is supported by a recent
study of the coe fficient of variation of annual rainfall over Europe
(Tabo ny , 1982 ). This study waS based on 185 raingauge records in Europe
using data from 186 1-1970 and over 2000 raingauge records in the UK dating
from 1911. Th e results ,indicated that the year to year variability of
rainfall is much lower over Northern Ireland than Great Britain and most of
the Republic of Ireland . The coefficient of variation varies from 11.5% in
Northern Ireland to 13% in South West Scotland and 14% in North West
England.
Figure 1.10 shows that the Lapworth curve generally overestimates
yield compared with the Regional De s ign Curve . However the position of the
Lapworth curve on Figure 1.10 depends on the annual runoff of the
reservoired catchment, and for a site with a much lower runoff than Silent
Valley the Lapworth curve would be below the regional  de s i gn  curve for most
yields.
A feature of the NWWA study (NWWA 198 1) is that a maximum yield of '
76% ADF, corresponding to a 5 year refill period , is set on all sources .
Refill periods associated with yields of 85% ADF for this study are in
excess of 5 years and for yields of 90% ADF they are in excess of 8 years .
In view of these very long refill periods and the errors associated with
estimating the average flow of each reservoired catchment , the max imum
yield available for any source has been set at 90% A DF for a return period
of failure of 50 years and 90.5% ADF for a retu rn period of failure of 20
years . For such sources the scope for increasing the yield by operating
the source conjunctively is obv ious ly lim ited .
-26-
1.6 YIELD EST IMAT ION
(a ) Re ional Stora e Yield  Analysis
In order to apply the regional storage yield relationship to a
particular reservoir, the average flow of its catchment must be
ca lculated . The mean altitude of each reservoired catchment was used
to make an altitude adjustment to the mean sea level value of pp for
Northern Ire land . Section 1.3 showed that the difference between Ep
and Ea were minimal and hence the average 'runo ff  in  mm could be
ca lculated from the difference betw een SAAR and Ep (Tab le 1.14 ).
Published values (D.O .E. N .Ireland , 1980) of direct and indirect
catchment areas (Tab le 1.14 ) were used . With in the scope of the
present study it was not possible to estimate the  efficienc ies  of
individua l catchwaters and so their effective area was genera lly
assumed to be 80% of their actual area, unless more detailed
informa tion was available . This value was based on previous design
practice in Northern Ireland . (In the case of the Annalong tunnel
1.14 also shows the indirect area as a percentage of the tota l area -
reservoirs with a high percentage may warrant a more detailed
investigation of their catchwaters . The total effective catchment
area was calculated which ; together w ith the annual runoff in mm ,
enabled the average daily  flow  (ADF ) to be calculated in Ml/d .
Published values of usable volume were expressed  as  a percentage of
the annual runoff volume (ARV  a  ADF x 365.25) from which the yield (%
AD F ) cou ld be estimated from Figure 1.9. For some catchments with
mo re than one reservo ir the total vo lume of storage has been used and
treated as if it were one source . For yield calculation this
• implicit ly assumes that the lower reservoir will only spill when all
upstream reservoirs are full. Any depa rtu re fram this will result in
a reduction in reservoir yield . Table 1.14 lists these yields for  a
return period of 50 and 20 years exp ressed in units of Ml/d . From
these gross yields the compensation flow must be deducted to produce
the net yield . These are listed where published comie nsation flows
are available .
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diversion to Silent Valley reservoir , an analysis of the tunnel flows
indicated that a catchwater efficiency of 100% could be used ). Tab le
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(b ) Simulation of Silent Valle Reservo ir - Fixed Yield
The objectives of these additional analyses are to prov ide an
indepe ndent check on the regional analysis and , in the follow ing
section , to investigate the  effect  of rationing water supp lies on the
frequency of failure . The method adopted for the yield evaluation is
that attributed to Gould (McMahon and Me in , 1978 ). This method
requires that the reservoir is divided into several  (N )  states of
equal storage . Each year of the inflow data  I s  treated separately
and is routed throu gh the reservoir , on a month ly basis , starting the
reservoir in each of the  N  states and noting the state in which it
finishes . Wh en this procedure has been repeated for each year of
data the results are collated in  a  transition ma trix. This expresses
the probability of ending in any of the  N  states , conditional on the
starting state . A tally of the failures which occur is also kept and .
a combination of these two matrices enables the probability of
failure to be calculated . This method will prov ide a more reliable
yield estimate than the regional analysis when it is based on a long
flow sequence at the site .
The frequency of failure is defined in the same way  as  in the
regional study , that is the proportion of years containing a total
reservoir failure , the reciprocal of which is the return period of
failure TF . Yields with a T of 20 and 50 years are estimated
for compa rison with the regional ana lysis . Discharge from the
Annalong flow record from 1895- 1979 were transferred to Silent valley
inflows by allowing for differences in catchment area and effective
rainfall . The Silent Valley system includes two reservoirs Silent
Valley and Ben Crom . The ope ration of these two reservoirs involves
filling Ben Crom before spilling any water to Silent Valley , and so
the two reservoirs can be lumped together and treated as one storage
unit of 20634 M1 capacity .
Having established the analysis technique , inflow sequence and
reservoir characteristics ,  a  series of reservo ir simulations were
carried out with different yields . FigUre 1.11 shows the
relationship between yield and retu rn pe riod from which the 20 and 50
year TF yie lds of 119 .6 and 115.3 M l/d can be read . The simulation
-32-
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was based on monthly data wh ich would be expected to overestimate the
yield by about 2.5 mild (2% ADF) compared with the daily based
regional resu lts . These yields thus support the corresponding yields
of 112.12 and 107.67 Ml/d produced by the regional approach (Table
1.14 ).
(c) Simulation of Silent Valle Reservoir-With Rationin
The advantage of the simp le definition of failure (i.e . reservoir
empties once in 50 years with a constant yield ) is that it can
readily be used for the assessment of a larger number of sources with
different yie lds , storage and runoff cha racteristics. However the
method assumes that full output is ma intained from a reservior until
it is empty . In practice output is of course reduced be fore the
reservo ir becomes empty because one cannot be certain that a
pa rticular drought will not develop into one that is so re severe than
the design standa rd . Inevitably restriction will be introduced
which , after the event , will appear unnecessary , result ing in the
frequ ency of conservation measures (rota cuts , standpipes ) being
greater than the quoted frequency of failure  as  defined by the above
simp le criterion . Fu rthermore, total failure rate will be less than
the design failure rate .
An analysis was carried out to determine :-
(a ) the increase in yield by introducing rationing with  a  given
return period TR and given return period of total failure
F .
(b ) the effect of rationing on the frequency of total failure
TF
The level of storage (504, 40% , 33%, 25% and 10% ) at which 'rationing
is instigated was fixed for  each  simulation to provide a range of
possible rationing schemes . A reduction in yield of 20% was assumed
for all rationing periods .
-33-
Figure 1.12 summa rises the results of a numbe r of simulations and
shows the relationship betw een the y ield, TR and TF . It is made
up of five series of plots each derived for a different sto rage
threshold . Each series ind icates an increasing yield  as  the
probability of rationing TR increases with  a  cOrresponding increase
in return period of total failure TF . Contours of TF have been
superimposed on Figure 1.12 and the contour TF = 50 can be followed
to show that a yield of 117 .5 Ml/d  can be met by the Silent Valley
reservoirs with a T of 20 years . This is higher than the yield of
115.3 Mi/d shown on Figure 1.11 (section b ) with the same TF of 50
years but with no rationing .
The analysis can also be used to investigate the relationship between
the retu rn period of total failure TF with and w ithout rationing,
but with the same yield . For example the yield for TF = 50 and
with no rationing is 115.3 Mild. From Figure 1.12 it can be seen
that with this same yield of 115.3 M l/d and assum ing that rationing
is introduced when the reservoir is 25% full, then the return period
of rationing would be 20 years; whilst the return period of total
failure is much higher at 200 years . The figure can thus be used to
provide guidance on the sensitivity of yield , freg ency of rationing
and frequency of failure to the introduction of simple rationing
scheme s; which are dependent on reservoir contents .
Th is approach could be adop ted for other reservoirs with different
storage characteristics wh ich may have  a  different sensitivity of
yield to rationing. Figure 1.12 could be extended to assess the
effect of conjunctive use of this source . The probability of
rationing is then the probability of using the other source and the
quantity of water required to make up the demand is controlled by
the reduction in yield imposed  by  rationing. In this case a
reduction of 20% was used but any other value could easily be
incorporated. Th is type of analysis cou ld also be carried out for
the Woodburn complex so that the benefits of con junctive uae of the
two largest sources in Northern Ireland could be assessed .
-34-
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1.7 RIVE R ABSTRACT IONS
(a)  Ba c k g r o u n d
A number of sma ll abstractions with yields less than 2 MIld
have been identified . It is considered uneconom ic to up grade
many of these schemes and furthermore for many abstractions,
large and sma ll, the flow characteristics of the river do not
provide a  c o n s t r a i n t  to abstraction . Of the rema inder :-
• (i ) The Bann for Ballinrees . The yield is limited by the
capacity of the intake , but abstraction may be
constrained by downstream residual flows. However in
view of the small abstraction rate , relative to the flow
in the Lower Bann, this seems unlikely.
(ii ) The River Douglas . Ow ing to the poor quality of the
water, treatme nt wou ld be necessary if it were to be
further developed . However the quantity is too small to •
justify this economica lly .
(iii ) Altnaheglish . Other consultants are working on a
detailed study of the merits of using the Altnaheglish
river and reservoir with the G lenedra river (and
po ssible reservoir ) in a number of different
combinations . Detailed conjuctive use studies would be
necessary and can be carried out if requested .
(iv ) Faughan River . Binnie 's report of December 1969 put this •
into pe rspective and there i B very little further to
add , until reservoir sites have been more fully studied .
(v ) The Tievenny (11324859 ) abstraction on the River Derg is
the only river source identified that requires yield
estimation, the calculations are described be low :-
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The yield of this source was estimated by calculating the 95 .
percentile from the 10 day flow du ration curve, Q95(10) and the
20  year  and 50 year return period 10 day annual minimum flows .
The calcu lations were ba sed on the techniques described in the
Low Flow Study Report (Institute of Hydro logy 1980 )
incorporating the resu lts from an analysis of local flow data
from the gauging station 5 kilometers upstream at Castlederg
(Station 20 1008, Figure 1.1) and from Lough Erne inflows .
Estimates were  made  for the Castlederg site and then
transferred to the abstraction point .
(b ) Flow Duration Curve
Using the Low Flow Study Report Number 2.1 (LFSR 2.1)  a  value
of Q95(10) of 7 .4% ADF was calculated from the observed Base
Flow Index and catchment SAAR (Tab le 1.1). This value
compares favourably with the value of 6.5% ADF from the short
flow record from 1979- 1980 at Castlederg .
(c ) Annual Minima
Using LFSR 2.2 and the same values of HFI and SAAR the 20 and
50 year return period annual minima were estima ted as 2.1% ADF
and 1.5% ADF respectively . An analysis of the flows in May
1980, the month with the lowest discharge in the Castlederg
record , enab led additiona l estimates to be made . Inspection of
the long Lough Erne inflow record (1900-1983 ) showed that this
month was the annual minimum discharge with  a  return period Of
approximately 5 years . Although the flow regime of the Lcnigh
Erne inflows would be different from the smaller Derg
catchment, it is probable th at the frequency of drought events
on the two catchments would be sim ilar . It was thus assumed
that May 1980 was also the 5 year 1 month , annual m inimum on
the Derg.  Using  mu ltiplying factors from LFSR 2.2 appropriate
to the Derg catchment, it  was  po ssible to estimate the 1 month ,
20 and 50 year return period annual minima from this 5 year
annual minimum . Furthermore , relationships between monthly and
daily  flow  statistics  (LFSR  2.2 ) enabled the 10 day annual
minima to be calculated .  Re s u l t s  from LFSR 2.2 indicated that
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the 10 day annual minima would be 54% of the 1 month annual
minima . The ratio of the lowest 10 day average flow to the
mean flow in May 1980 has  a  sim ilar value of 50% . Using this
monthly to daily adjustment of 50% the 20 and 50 year return
period annual minima were estimated as 0.77% ADF and 0 .56% ADF
respectively . These values are lower than those estimated from
SRI and SAAR but as they are derived from a greater use of
local data , they are the preferred values for yield
calcu lation .
(d ) T ievenny Abstraction Point
The above statistics are expressed as a % A DF and were
converted to Ml/d using an estimate of average discharge at the
abstraction po int . Th is was affected by adjusting the 1979-80
gauged average discharge at Castlederg to the mean 1941-70
discharge based on the ratio of mean effective rainfall for the
two periods . Th is discharge  was  increased by a factor of 1.11
(to allow for the larger catchment area to the abstraction
po int ) to give an ADF of 1237 Ml/d and used to convert the flow
statistics to un its of MIld as shown in Tab le 1.15. The 20 and
50 year return period annual minima estimated using LFSR are
higher than the observed discharge in May 1980 and are
considered to be over estimates . The data based estimates are .
therefore the recommended design yields.
1.8 SEVER ITY OF PERIOD 1970- 1983  \ -
Although it is beyond the scope of this study to assess the
return period of individual drought events , some general results
concerning the severity of river flow and rainfall in the period
1970-1983 may assist in assessing the frequency of water resource
shortages in recent years . For each of the long flow sequences the
date and volume of the maximum deficit (for a given y ield ) in this
period was noted . Table 1.16 shows the date and rank of these maxima
derived from compa risons with the deficits from earlier records .
This tab le illustrates that for the higher yields the period
contained  sone  of the worst droughts in nearly 100 years of reco rds .
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TABLE 1.15
YIELD OF RIVER DERG ABSTRACTION AT T IEVENNY
-
Rank shown in brackets relates to long flow record i.e. rank (1) for
Annalong is worst event from 1895- 1979 .
A second approach was to app ly a depth duration frequency
analysis (Tabony 1977 ) to the Arma gh rainfall record . For each
duration , determined from the results of the reservoir simulation for
Loch Erne inflows, the retu rn pe riod of the rainfall for a fixed
starting month was estimated (Table 1.17). These resu lts support the
analysis of the flow data w ith retu rn periods in excess of 100 years
and some in excess of 500 years being attributed to the rainfall
events .
The most recent flow data currently available is for 'the period
up to September 1983 for the Lo ugh Erne inflow series . Th is suggests
that extreme low flows have also occurred in 1983. Ju ly 1983 is the
lowest average monthly flow on record and the period Ju ly/August 1983
is the lowest 2 month average flow on record , equalling the average
discharge of June/July 1976 . The general conclusion is that the
recent period has included some notable drought events of both long
and short du ration with retu rn pe riods equal to or in excess of 100
years .
RESERVOIR YIELD
TABLE 1.17
RETURN PERIOD OF ARMAGH RAINFALL FOR SELECTED DURAT IONS
FROM START
+
OF RESERVOIR
DEPLET ION , TO MAX IMUM DEPLETION TO FULL
DEPLET ION
eADF RETU RN PERIOD PERIOD ' RET URN PERIOD PERIOD
Start of dep letion is lagged by one month for rainfall return period
ba sed on Lough Erne reservoir simu lation .
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FROM STA RT OF RESERVOIR
1.9 LA UGH NEAGH
The water quality and quantity aspects of the water resources •
o f Lough Neagh were considered in deta il by the Lough Neagh Working
Group (197 1). Hydrological aspects of the study were based on  a
record from 1937- 1971 of inflows into the Lower Bann catchment
upstream of Movanagher weir , estima ted from daily flow records at the
weir and changes in storage in Lough Neagh . This exercise could now
be updated using flow and level records up to 1983 and could be
supp lemented by a more detailed simu lation of yield drawdown
relationships . Howeve'r the 197 1 investigation highlighted the
difficu lties of measuring lake levels and these errors w ill remain in
any further hydrological analysis . Furthermore there is evidence
that the frequency ana lysis used resulted in an underestimation of
the probability of occurrence of cumu lative inflows - that is design
drawdowns for  a  given demand w ill recur less frequently than
predicted . Section 12.9 of the report conc luded "Ample supplies of
water are available from Lough Neagh and the Lower River Bann Basins
to meet all types of dema nd for the foreseeab le future . Large
quantities of water, up to about 450 Ml/d (100 mgd ) may be
perma nently expo rted from the 2 Basins with very little adverse
effect on other interests . Investigations shou ld , however, be
carried out over the next decade to quantify the effects on any
interests resulting from these exports".
Although it is not possible to oomment on the 'adverse effects ',
it is considered that in relation to the magn itude of the potential
yie ld a further hydro logical study would produce little change to the
above conclusion . Although outside the scope of the current study it
may le appropriate to review further water quality , fisheries or
general environmental studies wh ich have been comp leted since 197 1.
In this context the severe droughts of the period 197 1-1976 may have
provided further evidence to .assess the env ironmental impact of
increased abstractions . In this regard the general assessment of the
frequency of recent droughts (Section 1.8) may be of value in
appraising the Lo ugh Neagh scheme .
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1.10 GROUNDWATER
The groundwater resources of Northern Ireland have been
considered by rev iewing published ma terial and by discussion with the
Geological Survey of Northern Ire land . The complex solid and drift
geology of the province has resulted in all the aquifers being small
in area and in yield . However there has been considerable recent
groundw ater developm ent with pumping capacity increasing from 9 Ml/d
in 1964 , to 69 M l/d in 1980 and to app roximately 100 Ml/d in 1983.
Th is rep resents 15% of the total public supp ly but is not wholly
utilised .
Various aqu ifers of Carboniferous age wh ich occur in the west
of the province give individual well yields of  u p  to 3.5 Ml/d but
relatively little development has taken place because of several
factors, including low demand , availability of surface water and
qua lity p roblems from the chem istry of the groundwater.
Productive so lid rock aquifers include the Permian and Triassic
sandstones , in the Lagan Valley and to the west of Lough Neagh with
recently commissioned borew ells yielding a total of 10 Ml/d . The
Cretaceous chalk is much thinner and of lower pe rmeability than its
English counterpart and its value as a resource is restricted
primarily to the number of springs which issue from its base where it
overlies impe rmeable strata . Although there may be some scope for
development of the Tertiary Basalts , this yould be confined to the
developm ent  of  local boreholes with yields genera lly less than 1
Ml/d .
With the exception of upland areas the solid geology is covered
by  a  veneer of drift deposits . Where this drift is composed of
boulder clay , recharge to underlying aquifers will be restricted .
Bennett (1978 ) lists the ev idence for the very .low pe rmeability of
the boulder clay and this is substantiated by the low values of the
Base Flow Index (Table 1.14 ) for catchments w ith a high proportion Of
boulder clay cover . In contrast , where the drift consists of fluvio
glacial sands and gravel (in the Lagan valley and in the north and
west of the region ), the superficial deposits prov ide a local
groundw ater resource . Indiv idual borewell yields are  up  to 4 .5 Ml/d
and one group of three wells produCes 10 M l/d .
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In conclusion local dema nds pa rticularly in the north and west
of the province may be met by further groundwater development from
either solid or superficial aquifers . However groundwater
development will not make a significant additional contribution to
demands in the Belfast area .
1.11 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMM ENDAT IONS
A regional storage yield relationship has been derived for
Northern Ireland and used to estima te the yield of a number of
reservoirs. The method is based primarily on three long flow
records, Altnaheglish , Woodburn and Annalong, which show consistent
storage yield relationships . Furthermo re the curve is supported by a
regional storage yield relationship derived independently for the
NWWA area and from a curve derived in this study for South West
Scotland .
Errors in yield estima tion may arise from three sources . The
first is the extent to which individual catchment storage yield
relationships depart from the design curve . This departure will be
propo rtionately sma ll at high yields , wh ich are controlled by the
annual variability of rainfall , but will be larger f6r small yields
and storages where the low flow characteristic of the river  Wi l l
assume greater importance . The second source of error is in
estimating the average discharge of the reservoired catchment . This
is dependent on the accuracy of published values of catchment area
and ra infall , together with the accuracy of estimating losses . The
latter will again be dependent on the characteristics of individua l
catchments. For example , no allowance has been made for catchments
wh ich are heavily forested and where the actual losses may be higher
than estima ted values ; or for any groundwater leakage in the
catchment . The third source of erro r is in estima ting the efficiency
of catchwaters and will only be aignificant for those reservoirs with
large indirect catchment areaa .
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The estima ted yield of the Silent Valley reservoir , using the
regional approach , has been confirmed using a full simulation of
reservoir behaviour but with a simple definition of failure . A more
realistic simulation has also been carried out to examine the
sensitivity of yield to different frequencies of rationing and total
failure . It is recommended that a full simulation is carried out for
the other major reservoirs including the Woodburn complex and at '
least one reservoir with a relatively low storage volume. If
required this approach could also be used for conjunctive use
studies .
,The main emphasis of the hydrological aspects of the study has
been on reservoir yield estimation with only the -Fi ver Derg be ing
considered for additional river abstractions . The hydrology of Lough
Neagh has been reviewed and .this indicated that water quantity would
not be a constraint on future abstractions . Finally the review of
groundwater abstractions indicated its cu rrent importance in the
Lagan valley and for local supp lies elsewhere ; however its potential
for making a major contribution to meet increasing dema nds in the
Be lfast area is limited .
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2.1 FIND INGS OF THE SURVEY
CHAPTER 2
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
The main household survey conducted for this study consisted of a
survey of a structured sample of 2500 addresses designed to obta in
informa tion concerning the ownership and use of wate r-using facilities and
appliances by type of household .
Tables 2.1 and 2 .2 summarise findings from the survey . These
statistics are simp le averages of survey responses and have not been
reweighted to take account of the samp le structure . Table 3.6 in the Ma in
Repo rt provides a comparison of N I ownership of water using appliances and
amenities with levels evident in GB .
Tab le 2 .1 shows simp le average figur es for household ownership of
water using app liances and amenities together with background informa tion .
In Table 2.2 percentage figures for level of ownership on type of
app liance are given for each type of household, together with employm ent
status and income of householders and numb er of pe rsons pe r household .
2.2 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY QUEST IONNA IRE
A reproduction of the questionnaire used in the survey is prov ided In
the pages follow ing Table 2.2.
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1TABLE 2 .1
OW NERSHIP OF WATER USING APPL IANCES AND AMEN IT IES
Appro ximate rate pe r pe rson
1.5 baths per week
0 .5 showers per week
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structure .
TABLE 2.2
HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS BY TENURE STATUS1
1 Results have not been reweighted to take account of the samp le
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TABLE 2.2 (CONT )
HOUSEHOLD CHARACT ERISTICS BY TENURE STATUS
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TABLE 2.2 (CONT )
HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERIST ICS BY TENURE STAT US
- Income month (of Head of Household )
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• Househol d Ident i f i cat i on Number .
HousehOl d Nu er ( i f onl .y one i nt er I I )
• How many peopl e are t here i n your househol d, t hat i s, peopl e whose ma i n resi dence t hi s i s anth ill°
are cat er ed f or by t he same per son. as your sel f or shar e l i vi ng accommodat i On wi t h yOu1
HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION MUST OE OBTAINED FROM SPOUSE OR NON.
Tot al
Tot al
Tot al
number of househo l ds at address
number of persons i n househo ld
number of adul t s ( 16+) i n househol d
NORTHERN (HELM WATER USAGE SURVEY -
HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY QUEST I ONNAI RE.
Per .
No
Sex  I Age Fem. ' Cur r ent
Uni t Ful l - t i me
Empl oyment
St at us
Age
Fi ni shed
Educat i on Work i ng Cont i nuous
Pr i mary/ Fur t her / (Emp l oyee/ Sel f Regi st ered At Ret i r ed Ful l - t i me
Secondary Hi gher emp l oyed) Unempl oyed Home EdUcat i on
F ( Yr s) School +Educat i on F. T. P. T.
s+
( Yr s )
01 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 . 6 • 7 L L_ 1
02 1 2 L _s _j L - 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
03 1 2 L - 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 L_S - 1
OS
06
1 2
1 2
1 2
1_ 1_ 1 L- 1 1
1
2
•1 2
2
3 4
3 4
3 4
5
5
5
6 7
6 7
6 +.7
L.S .1
• _J - 71
L-1
07
os
1
1 2
2 L_ I _J L a 1
1
2
•2
3 4
3 4
5
5
6 7
6 ' 7
•
09 1 2 L - L- J L- a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 L- L - 1
10 1 2 L- 1- 2 L- 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 LS -1
11 1 2 L Å 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 L 1
12 1 2 L - 1 1 2 3 4 6 7
13 1 2 1 2 3 4 + 5 6 7 L_S _J
14. 1 2 L - 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 L_ L - 4
IS 1 2 L J 2 3 4 5 6 7
Interviewer c lete for all addresses
1. T e of buildin at/in which address is located
Whole house detached  
Whole bungalow detached  
Whole house/bungalow - semi-detached  
-Terraced house or terraced bungalow  
Purpose-built flat or mainsonette  
Part of house/converted flat or maisonette/rooms in house  
Dwelling with business premises  
Other (specify)  
2. Could you tell me about your household accommodation?
When was the property built? Was it Before 1919  
Between .1919 and 1939  
Between 1940 and 1944  
Between 1945 and 1964  
After 1964  
Don't know  
I F  °DON'T KE W probe for estimate. Only code
°Don't know° (-1) if neither informant
nor interviewer are able to give an estimate.
3. How many bedrooms do you have?
Could I check, that makes a total of
 and livingrooms?
 and bathrooms?
 and kitchen?
 and other rooms?
IF  ANY DISCREPANCY, resolve before proceeding
1M3TE: If 'bedsitter' accommodation please code
main room as bedroom and write in below
4. Could you tell me if you are
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
-1
—
Owner occupier  1
Renting N1HE/Other
Public Authority  2
Renting Privately  3
Other (e.g.  stied')  4
Don't know  -1
Go to 132
Go to 173
GO  to ot
Go to Q5
S. Does this household have a garden?
(A) IF YES
Are you, or anyone else in this household,
resOdIsible for maintaining any of this?
(B) IF YES
Could you tell me the approximate size?
IF •DON'T KNOW' code ' -1' for each dimension
(C) Does this garden include a substantial area
for vegetables?
(a quarter or more of total area)
Yes
No
Yes
No
- 52-
length (feet)
width (feet)
•1 Mil
1
0
 11 . .
- (A)
-06
- 0%
so  to of
6. May I aSk you some questions about some things inside the
house which use water for personal or clothes washing or
for cleaning?
(A) How  many  sinks and washbasins are there In this household?
PROBE TO DISTINGUISH SINKS AND WASH BASINS - sinks mainly
for 'Washing dishes Or clothes - washbasins for personal
washing
How many fixed baths are there in this household?
RECORD IN GRID BELOW
Used only by household
Also used by other households
0
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(C) ASK ONLY AT MULTI-HOUSEHOLD ADDRESSES FOR EACH SINK/
WASHBASIN/BATH IN (A)
Is this sink/washbasin/bath used only by your household
or is it also used by another household living at this
address?
RECORD IN GRID BELOW WHETHER OR HOT ANT FACILITIES ARE SHARED
MULTI-HOUSEHOLD ADDRESSES ONLY SINK(S) WASHBASIN(S) FIXED BAN S)
0
Go to 17
--5 4-
e . •   ••
8. In this house do you have a washing
machine?
Yes
No
1
Go t0 09
Yes
-(A)
No
-09
(A) IF tES
Is that an automatic, a twin tub
or some other type? .
Automatic
Twin Tub 2
Other type 3
Don't know
-1 Go to Q9
9. Do you have an electric dishwashing machine?
Yes
No 0 Go to 010
10. Do you have an electric waste disposal unit
fitted into a kitchen sink?
Yes 1
No 0 Go to 011
11. Do you have a fitted shower in this
household?
PROBE AND EXPLAIN - Plumbed in, not
just for washing hair at a sink
(A) IF YES
How  Sany  shower fittings do you have?
(B) Of these how many are
Yes
No
Fill in number
Inside a bath  
CODE ALL In a cubicle in a
bathroom  
In a separate shower
roan  
Other  
CHECX ROG ER ADDS TO TOTAL AT (A)
12. Nowadays, some houses have a bidet. Do
you have one in this household?
Yes
No
I would like to ask you some more general questions about your home
13. Do you have any form of central heating
including electric storage heaters?
Full • All rooms (or almost all) heated
from one central source.
Partial • 2 or more rooms but not all rooms
heated from one central source.
(8) What fuel does it use?
-5 5-
011
Gas
Electricity
Solid Fuel
Other
Don't know
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
-(A)
-Q12
Go to 012
Go to 013
Go to Q14
14. Do you have a piped hot water system?
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Yes
No
1
0
-(A)
-(C)
(A) IF YES
Which of the following method(s) is/are
used to heat the water?
CODE ALL
Back boiler/range Yes 1
No
Central heating boiler Yes 1
No 0
Immersion heater Yes 1
No
District heating Yes
••••  
1
No 0
'Ascot' type gas heater Yes 1
No 0
(8) What is the main fuel used for water
heating?
Oil 1
Gas 2
Electricity 3
Solid Fuel 4 4 15
Other 5
Don't Know -1
(C) IF NO
What do you do for hot water?
electric geyser  1
electric kettle  
heat water on open fire
2
range/stove  3
combination of above  
other means (specify)
4
5
nothing  6 6o to 015
16. Now may I ask you sere questions about
your use of water outside of the house?
As you probably know in Northern Ireland
there is no licence required or extra
charge for using a hosepipe or sprinkler
In this household do you use a hosepipe, for
example water the garden or when washing a car?
Yes
No
17. Do you ever use a lawn or garden sprinkler?
I mean one of the type that can be set on
the ground and left - not attached to a
hand held hosepipe •
19. Do you have a rainwater butt or rainwater
collection tank?
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Yes
No
`1•  •  
1
1
0
Go to Q17
GO  to Q20
20. Do you have any other private source of water
(except for rainwater) such as a spring or
well or do you get all of your water from the
public mains?
To get a better idea of water usage, may 1
ask you scale further questions?
21. ASK ONLY AT HOUSEHOLDS WITH BATH
(A) Although I know you may only be able to give
me a rough answer can I ask you how many baths
were taken In this household yesterday?
ENTER NUMBER OR CODE ' -1' IF 'DON'T KNOW°,
OR ' -2' IF MO ANSWER
(B) Roughly, how many baths are usually taken in
this household at the weekend? (Friday 5 p.m.
to Sunday midnight)
ENTER NUMBER OR CODE '-1' IF 'DON'T KNOW%
OR '-2' IF MO ANSWER
NOTE - Exclude baths not taken in fixed bath
(e.g. babies' baths). Count children's shared
baths as one bath.
22. ASK  ONLY AT HOUSEHOLDS W1TW SHOWER 11
(A) Hcno many showers were taken in this
household yesterday?
ENTER NUMBER OR CODE ' -1' IF 'DON'T KNOW',
OR ' -2' IF NO ANSWER
(B) Roughly how many showers are usually taken
in this household at the weekend?
(Friday 5 pm to Sunday midnight)
ENTER NURSER CO CODE ' -1' IF 'DON'T KNOW°,
OR ' -2' IF NO ANSWER
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All from mains
Private supply Go to Q21
-(B)
Go to Qb°2
23. ASK ONLY IF WASHING MACHINE OWNED 011
If respondent is not housewife, check with
housewife if possible.
How many separate loads were washed in the
washing machine here, yesterday?
ENTER NUMBER CR COCC ' -1' IF 'DON'T KNOW'.
IF WASHING MACHINE NOT WORKING CODE '0'
(A) Thinking back over the last seven days
how  many separate loads can you
remember washing in the washing machine
during the last week?
ENTER NUMBER OR CODE ' -1 IF •DON'T KNOW'.
IF WASHING MACHINE NOT WORKING ALL WEEK CODE '0'
(8) Roughly how many separate loads are usually
washed here at the weekend? (Friday 5 pm
to Sunday midnight)
ENTER NUDG ER OR CODE ' -1' IF DON'T KNOW
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-(A)
G° to 024
24. Could  you  give me some information about
the head of this household?
(A) Head of Household is . employee  
self employed  2
unemployed  3
retired  4
-(8)
full time student  5
other  
don't know  
6
If sick but has job code as 1 or 2 as appropriate
If sick and is unemployed code as 3
PLEASE COOE FOR ALL CATEGORIES IN (A)
Office Use
Onl y
(0  Occupation  L_JL_J
Industry  L_JL_J Go to 025
25. Could you tell me in confidence, taking
everything into account - that is, all
benefits and everyone's wages, how much
comes into this  household  each week or month,
after deductions and/or taxes and insurance?
26. Can you think of any other major water
using facilities or appliances in this
household  which  we have not covered in
this survey?
INTERVIEWER PLEASE WRITE IN
Thank you very much for yodr help in carrying out this survey
LEAVE LEAFLET
-6o-
End
Questionnaire
The following Schedule gives details of the metered districts which
were surveyed for purpo ses of estima ting current levels of per capita
DETA ILS OF METERED DISTRICTS
CHAPTER 3
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consumption . (See Section 3 .1.2 of Main Report ).
No .of
DIVISION SUBDIVISON TOWN ST RE ET Props
Northern Antrim Antrim Men in Rd . 16
Northern Antrim Antrim Massereen Gardens 14
Northern Antrim Antrim Muckamore Gdn .Vllg .Terrace 16
Northern Antrim Antrim Burlon Road 14
Northern Ballymena Ballym ena Ba lly loughan Heights 19
Northern Ballymena Ballymena Wood land Av . & Old Galgorm Rd . 8
Northern Ballymena Cookstown Gorta l Lowry Park 90
Northern Ballymena Cookstown Sweep Rd . 3
Northern Sallymena Cookstown Drum Rd . 6
No rthern Ballymena Cookstown Killymoon St . 19
Northern Ballymena Cookstown Fortview Terrace ,Chapel Rd . 22
Northern Co leraine Coleraine Ballycranny Rd . 16
Northern Coleraine Coleraine James St . 20
Northern Coleraine Coleraine Wh eatsheaf Heights 14
Northern Coleraine Tam laght O 'Crilly Church Park 20
Northe rn Coleraine Dundaraue Bushmills 84
Southern A rmagh/Dung . Armagh Cavancaw Park, Newry Rd . 28
Southern Arma gh/Dung . Killylea Old Forge 19
Southern Armagh/Dung . Castlecaulfield Drumreaney Gardens 20
Southe rn Arma gh/Dung . Coalisland Darnagh Crescent 22
Southern Armagh/Dung. Dungannon No rthland Village , Killyman Rd . 46
Southe rn Armagh/Dung . Dungannon Belmnt .Off Blvdr .Prk .Off
Cunniinghams Lne 24
Southern Armagh/Dung . Milltown Brook Street 4
Southe rn Craigavon Portadown Grantham Park , Bridge Street 27
Southern Craigavon Cra igavon Ballyhannan Park 49
Southern Craigavon Portadown Russwood Park 30
Southern Craigavon Donacloney Blackskull 12
Southern Newry/Banbr . Newry Warren Hill, Warren Point Rd . 30
Southern Newry/Banbr. Rostrevor Syanite Place 13
Southern New ry/Banbr . Seapatrick Rectory Park 12
Southern Newry/Banbr . Scarva Glenloughan Park 12
Eastern Belfast Belfast Broadway Parade 50
Eastern Belfast Belfast Gawn Street 38
Eastern Belfast Belfast Trigo Parade 30
Eastern Belfast Belfast Chatsworth Street 42
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No .of
DIV IS ION SUBD IV ISON TOWN STRE ET Props
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Bangor Rosemary Drive 27
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Bangor Chester Avenue 21
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Bangor C la nm orris C lo se & Avenue 20
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Bangor Maxwell Pa rk 21
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Bango r Linden Park & Gardens 24
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Pinehill C rescent .5 Gardens 16
Eastern Nth .Dow n/Downp . Ballynah inch Windm ill Garrdens & Hill Cres . 148
Easte rn Nth .Down/Downp . C rossga r Ki llwood Park , Cres . & Close 39
Eastern Nth .Down/Downp . Downpatrick Meadowlands 158
Eastern Downpatrick Newcastle Schooner Site , Dundrum Rd . 129
Ea stern Downpatrick Ki lkeel Mossvale Park , Sc rogg Rd . 39
Eastern Down patrick Downpatrick Spa Housing Estate 46
Eastern Lisburn Lisburn Alanbrooke Avenue 20
Eastern Lisburn Bally nadolly Ki llu lta gh Rd . G lenavy Rd . 33
Ea stern LiSburn Lisburn Belvo ir Park 14
Eastern Lisburn Lisburn Clon iara Park 30
Ea stern Lisburn Lisburn Coolsara Park 27
Eastern Lisburn Lisburn Florence Cou rt 24
Eastern Lisburn Lisburn G reenmount Gardens 19
Easte rn Lisburn Lisburn Richmond Courtnue 58
Western Enniskillen Ballygaw ley Lisddart Terrace 17
Western Enniskillen Augher Knockview 16
Western Enn iskillen Letterbreen Heathdale 8
Western Enniskillen Drumk een ,
Ballinamall Old Statio n Pa rk 14
western Londonderry Londonderry Knockw ellam Prk . & Cardilea Prk . 2 1
Western Londonderry Londonderry Hinion Park , Waterside , 17
Western Lo ndonderry Londonderry Heron Way , C looney Est .Watersid e 13
Western Lo ndonderry Londonderry Melvin Court , Lima vady Road 18
Western Omagh Omagh Townview Avenue South 30
Western Omagh Oma gh Cu lmore Gardens 26
Western Oma gh Oma gh Cam owen Terrace 6
Western Omagh Omagh Coro natio n Cottages 9
11
1
1
1
1
1
4.1 AGRICULTURE
CHAPTER 4
ADJUSTMENT OF METERED CONSUMPT ION FIGURES TO
TAKE ACCOUNT OF NON-METERED CONSUMERS
Agricultural consumption is current ly recorded for three different
types of meter, 'agricultural', 'intensive unit ', and 'cattle trough '.
Since 'agricultural ' meters cover farmhouse consumption , as well as
all other consumption on the farm which is not separately metered as
'intensive ' unit or 'cattle trough ', the numbe r of agricu ltural meters
should correspond closely to the total number' of farms .
Water charging records for 198 1 show 39 ,063 agricu ltural meters .
Agricultural Census records for the same year identify 45,224 Census units ,
including 19 ,197 ho ldings wh ich were classified as 'insign ificant '. Th is
suggests that about 14% of all farm units may not be metered . Since at
least 4% o f rural prope rties are not on the public supply (based on Census
figures ), it may be concluded that no more than 10% of farm units drawing
water from public supplies are not metered .
Unmetered farms are likely to be of sma ller size . Analysis of
agricultural metered consumption by consumption band using water charging
records for the first half of 198 1 shows that usage is highly concentrated
among a small proportion of very large users . Agricultural census data on
farm size is summarised in Tab le 4.1 together with figu res obtained from
water charging reco rds .
It may be assumed from this analysis that unmetered users have
average consumption approxima tely equivalent to that of the lowest 53%, or
perhaps the lowest 75% of mete red users . This suggests that an addition of
2% or 3% respec tively to total metered farm usage (including 'cattle
troughs ' and 'intensive units ') is app rop riate to take account of non-
registered farm users .
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4.2 INDUSTRY
Meter records for 198 1 show a total of 2,745 meters in the
'industrial ' and 'non-rateable ' categories . This compareS very closely
with the tota l of 2,674 manufacturing units recorded in the Census of
Emp loym ent . A number of large firms are known to have more than one meter ,
but the propo rtion of individual manufacturing units with more than one
meter is likely to be very sma ll. On this basis it is reasonable to assume
that no more than 10% o f indu stria l users are unmetered .
Table 4 .2 shows the concentration of consumption among industrial
users ; 25% of metered industrial users account for 97% of water used in
this category . Also shown in Table 4.2 is the high concentration of
emp loyment in  a  sMa ll propo rtion of industrial firms .
If it is assumed that the average consumption of unmetered users is sim ilar
to that of the lowest 75% of metered industrial users , the addition
necessary to take a ccount of 10% of industrial users being unmetered
amounts to less than 1% of the total metered volume .
4.3 CONSTRUCTION
Only 1,562 (47% ) construction users we re  me t e r e d  in 198 1 as oompa red
with 3,312 Census units .  Analysis  of concentration shows that the lowest
778 of  me t e r e d  construction users accounted for only 7% of consumption
(Table 4 .3). If the 53% of users who are unmetered are treated as
equivalent to the lowest 77% of  me t e r e d  users , an addition to metered use
of  14% is required .
4 .4 COMME RCE AND OTHER SERVICES
Commerce and 'other ' services have been considered together for the
purpose of  assessing  metered  usage . The classifica tion in water charges
records of oommercial and pub lic service establishments between these
consumption sectors is unreliable and it is only po ssible therefore to
compa re meter numbers with the number of census units at an aggregate
level.
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The 8 ,74 1 meters in these two categories accounted for only 358 of
the 24 ,129 Census units in 198 1. Metered consumption concentration is
summarised in Table 4 .4.
Again , users without meters can be expected to be sma ll concerns .
This is confirmed by work undertaken in the course of the recent study of
waste levels in Belfast sub-division . This study identified non-domestic
consumers without meters in each waste-metering district . A small-scale
rev iew and me tering exercise carried out by sub-division management has
shown that a ma jority of these consumers fall into the commercial category
and that consump tion levels are typically extremely small .
If unmetered users are treated as equivalent: to the lowest 75% of
metered users, the appropriate percentage addition for these categories is
6% to take account of non-registration .
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5.1 OBJECT IVE
The ob jective of this section of the study is to estimate as directly
as possible the quantities of water which leak or are allowed to escape
from the supply system without achieving a useful purpose .
5.2 BASE YEAR
5.3 METHOD
CHAPTER 5
LEAKAGE IN SUPPLY SYSTEMS
The base year has been taken as 198 1 and va lues of minium night flow
available for that year have been used where po ssible . Elsewhere the
initial values o f minium night flow measured in particular areas ,  as  close
as possible to 198 1, have been used .
The method used to assess leakage is the total night flow rate method
recomended in DOE/NWC .ReportNo . 26 , 'Leakage Contro l Policy and Practice ,'
as follows :-
(MNF - LNF - 2 l/p /h ) x n x 20
M I/d
106
Wh ere L = Leakage in distribution system
MNF  a  Minimum night flow in litres/p rope rty/hour
LNF  a  Legitimate (metered ) night flow in litres/p roperty/hour
2 l/p/h = Allowance for night domest ic  use
n =  Number of properties supplied
20 - Recommended factor to convert hourly flow to daily
flows making allowances for higher night pressures
The minimum and legitimate night flow rates for each sub-division
have been assessed  as  described below .
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5.4 NIGHT FLOW RATES
5.4.1 General 
Values of minimum night flow are available , either from district
meter readings or from waste meter read ings , for areas representing some
0 0 %  of the Province by supply . In most of Londonderry sub-division and
about 50% of Omagh sub-division , district meters have been used for
measuring minimum night flows . In the rest o f the Province , waste water
meters have been used . In order to employ the total night flow rate
method , it is necessary to exp ress these values in litres/property/hour and
to establish legitimate night flow rates also in litres/p roperty/hour .
In areas where legitimate night flows are not available , estimates
have been made by comparison with sim ilar areas or from investigations in
samp le areas . Sample areas were selected throughout the Province and the
results obtained are recorded and averaged for urban and rural areas .
Tab le 5.1 gives minimum night flows and Table 5.2 gives legitimate night
flows measured for these samp le areas .
In rural areas where direct property counts are not availab le , the
number of properties relating to specific areas covered by waste metering
has been assessed using the most app ropriate Northern Ireland Census
publications . Available accurate property counts indicated that it was
necessary to apply a factor of 1.05 to the nuMber of private households
given in the Census in order to allow for non-domest ic properties .
It is not possible to estima te accurately populations in Waste
Distric ts in urban areas from census publications. Therefore , in order to
estab lish flow rates for urban areas in each sub-division it was necessary
to carry out detailed property counts in selected towns covered by waste
metering. Rates obtained in this manner were extended to cover the urban
areas in each sub-division . Urban areas have been defined as  those with
populations in excess of two thousand .
The methods used to assess night flow rates in each Division are •
described be low .
-71-
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(i) Urban Areas
TABLE 5.1
METERED mINIMUM NIGHT FLOWS IN SELECTED AREAS
-72-
No . of Prop erties MNF
Ballymena 7580 35
Antrim 8880 32
Coleraine 13072 38
Downpatrick 9582 45
Lisburn 7860 29
Londonderry 74 15 70
Omagh 11153 47
Enniskillen 5952 45
Craigavon 7211 46
Newry 14885 37
Average 42
in Samp le Area 1/p rop/hr
Portadown 7345 17
Lisburn/Dunmurry 20773 18
Downpatrick 9802 27
Londonderry 18 165 29
Omagh 4297 22
Ballymena 916 1 23
Average 23
(ii) Rural Areas
No .of Prop erties MNF
in Sample Area 1/p rop /hr
Urban Ar eaS
Londonderry 2686 2.26
Oma gh 974 0.85
Ennisk illen 409 0.46
Po rtadown 4874 1.4 0
Lisbu rn 20773 0 .93
Downpatric k 9802 1.36
Average 1.00
(ii ) Ru ral Areas
TABLE 5 .2
M ETE RED LEG IT IMATE NIGHT FLOWS IN SELECTED ARE AS
Londonderry 889 2.25
Po rtadown 607 0.24
Lisburn 2530 3.67
Castlereagh 283 1 0.09
Downpatrick 9582 5 .95
Avera ge 4 .00
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No . of Prop ertie s LNF
in Sample A rea l/p rop /hr
No .of Prop erties  LNF
in Samp le A rea l/p rop /h r
5.4.2 Eastern Division
The whole of Belfast and Lisburn sub-d ivisions are provided with
waste metering and p roperty counts in the waste districts are available .
Minimum night flows and legitimate night flows have been monitored
period ically since 1976 and 198 1 records have been used .
In the Downpatrick sub-division app roximately 55% of the area is
covered by waste metering. Legitimate night flow and property counts are
available for some waste districts . For the pa rt of the sub-division not
covered by waste metering, average values of minimum and legitimate night
flow for simila r areas have been used . Where necessary , prope rty counts
have been estimated using NI Census Publications .
5.4.3 Northern Division
In order to assess night flow rates for the urban pa rt of the
Northern Division ,  a  samp le area comp rising that pa rt of Ballymena town
covered by waste metering was monitored in order to estab lish legitimate
night flow . The numb er of properties included in this area was counted and
the  results were used together with 198 1 or other app ropriate records of
minimum night flow to assess typical night flow rates for urban areas
throughout the DiviSion .
In the rural areas of each sub-division , large areas are covered by
waste metering but no legitimate night flow rates or accurate property
counts are available . Average figures for  legitimate  night flow obtained
in sample ru ral areas have been used in these  areas .  Property counts for
the rural areas covered by waste metering and for the sub-division  as a
whole were estimated using NI Census Publications . Night flow rates in
litres/prope rty/hour calculated on the basis of these figures we re extended
to cover each sub-division .
5.4.4 Southern Division 
In order to assess night flow rates in the urban areas of Craigavon
sub-div ision, a sample a ea in Portadown  was  monitored to establish
legitimate night flow . Properties we re counted over the area and
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related to 198 1 or other app ropriate records of minimum night flow . Night
flow rates calculated on the basis of these figures were used for urban
areas throughout the sub-division .
It was not possible to set up sample urban areas in the Newry and
Arma gh sub-divisions and average figures shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 have
been used .
The total number of prope rties in the rural areas of each sub-
div ision has been estima ted using NI Census publications . The number of
rural properties covered by waste metering in the Craigavon and Newry sub-
divisions has also been estimated in this way and night flow rates have
been assessed using average values of legitimate night flow .
In the rural areas of Arma gh sub-division average night flow rates
obtained for the rura l areas in the rest of the Province have been used .
5.4.5 Western Division
Minimum night flows in the Londonderry and Omagh urban areas can be
related to property counts and flow rates ca lculated . These values ,
together with legitima te night flows obtained in samp le areas , have been
used to estimate net night flow rates for the urban areas of Lendonderry
and Omagh sub-divisions.
Average figures for night flow rates in urban areas have been used
for the urban areas of Enniskillen sub-division .
N ight flow rate s fo r rura l areas in each sub-division have been
estima ted using available minimum night flows , average legitimate night
flows from sample areas and prope rty counts assessed using N I Census
publications.
The N I Census publications have also been used to assess the total
prope rties in each sub-division .
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5.5 EST IMATION OF LEAKAGE
5.5.1 Distribu tion S stem
Night flow rates assessed for each sub-division have been used to
estimate leakage using the method outlined in 5.3 above . The results
obtained are presented in Table 5.3.
5.5.2 Trunk Main Leaka e
In general little information is available regarding leakage from
trunk mains throughout the Province . Trunk main .leakage has therefore been
assessed using the results of a survey of data from UK water authorities
given in the W RC Technical Report TR 154 .
The repo rt states that the ma jority of mains tested (73t ) had leakage
of less than 500 litres per hour per kilom etre . It also states that older
trunk ma ins were more likely to experience higher leakage than newer ones
and that no relationship could be found between leakage and the diameter of
the mains .
In areas other than the Eastern Division , the trunk mains are
relatively new and a figu re of 500 l/km/hr has been used to assess leakage .
In the Eastern Division , where the mains are generally older, a slightly
higher figu re of 750 1/kmihr has been used .
A detailed examination carried out in the Downpa trick sub-division
indicated that approxima tely 10% of the mains in the sub -div ision are not
included in waste districts. In view of the results of the experiment and
programme referred to in Report 26 which indicates that in general trunk
main leakage is relatively sma ll it is considered sufficiently accurate to
use th is pe rcentage for the purpose of estimating trunk ma in leakage in the
'other Divisions . The estimates of leakage from trunk mains in each sub -
division are also given in Table 5.3.
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3.5.3 Total Leakage 
Leakage from the distribution system and trunk main leakage have been
added to give the total leakage in each sub-divinion as set out in the
final column of Tab le 5.3.
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